
 

 

Racing Tire Classes(Sport Mod/B-mod, Non-Wing Micros, Sprint Cars) Rule Update…3/31/22 

We have been monitoring the race tire situation and decided it is time to make some changes.  Effective Immediately for 
the following classes: 
 
SPORT MOD/B-MOD 
-Must run the same right rear tire during heats and features…Tire will be marked in staging before your heats and must 
remain on the car all night…Marked tire cannot be new “sticker” tire when presenting for the heat but can be new for 
hot laps and “scuffed” before presenting for the heat race… 
-Same tires as currently allowed 
-Asphalt “take offs” are an approved tire per the rules…Must durometer 45 or harder at ANY TIME 
 
NON-WING MICROS 
-Must run the same right rear tire during heats and features…Tire will be marked in staging before your heats and must 
remain on the car all night…Marked tire cannot be new “sticker” tire when presenting for the heat but can be new for 
hot laps and “scuffed” before presenting for the heat race… 
-Same tires as currently allowed 
 
WINGED SPRINT CARS 
-Must run the same right rear tire during heats and features…Tire will be marked in staging before your heats and must 
remain on the car all night…Marked tire cannot be new “sticker” tire when presenting for the heat but can be new for 
hot laps and “scuffed” before presenting for the heat race… 
-Any marked 92" or 94" left rear tire that durometer’s 35 or harder AT ANY TIME will be allowed 
-Any sprint car/champ car right rear tire that durometer’s 45 or harder AT ANY TIME will be allowed 
 
Clarifications: 
-Any tire changes to the right rear after it is marked in the above mentioned classes(whether by choice or because of a 
problem)  
must notify staging area official immediately…We will come to your pit and mark the changed right rear tire…If the 
resulting tire is new then a two row penalty or a 10th place starting spot will be accessed (whichever is worse)…If the 
resulting tire is a used tire then a one row penalty or 10th place starting spot will be accessed(whichever is worse)… 
-These rules are being enacted to help during the current situation of high tire prices and limited availability…We in no 
way can foresee every action/reaction and we will make adjustments as needed… 
-The website will have a link under the rules/forms tab with any changes 
-This applies to non-sanctioned/weekly Red Dirt Raceway events only 
 


